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ABSTRACT
Systematic reviews are important tools for synthesizing evidence from multiple studies. They serve to
increase power and improve precision, in the same way that larger studies can do, but also to establish
the consistency of effects and replicability of results across studies which are not identical. In this
work we propose to incorporate tools to quantify replicability of treatment effects and assess the
consistency of findings. We suggest that these tools accompany the fixed-effect or random-effects
meta-analysis, and we show that they convey important additional information for the assessment of
the intervention under investigation. We motivate and demonstrate our approach and its implications
by examples from systematic reviews from the Cochrane library, and offer a way to incorporate our
suggestions in their standard reporting system.
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1 Introduction
In systematic reviews, several studies that examine the same question are analyzed together. Viewing all the available
information is extremely valuable for practitioners in the health sciences. A notable example is the Cochrane systematic
reviews on the effects of healthcare interventions(Higgins, 2011). Deriving conclusions about the overall health benefits
or harms from an ensemble of studies can be difficult, since the studies are never exactly the same and there is danger
that the differences between studies affect the inference.
There are many reasons to perform a meta-analysis, according to the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions (§ 9.1.3, Deeks, J. J., Higgins, J. P., Altman, D. G., & Cochrane Statistical Methods Group. (2019)(Deeks
et al., 2019)). The first two reasons are the obvious ones: (1) to increase power, since many individual studies are too
small to detect small effects, but when combined there is a higher chance of detecting an effect; (2) to improve precision.
The next two reasons come to answer questions that cannot be addressed by individual studies. We quote: (3) "Primary
studies often involve a specific type of patient and explicitly defined interventions. A selection of studies in which these
characteristics differ can allow investigation of the consistency of effect and, if relevant, allow reasons for differences
in effect estimates to be investigated."; (4) "To settle controversies arising from apparently conflicting studies or to
generate new hypotheses. Statistical analysis of findings allows the degree of conflict to be assessed formally, and
reasons for different results to be explored and quantified."
Goals (3) and (4) are directly related to the growing concerns in recent years about lack of replicability of results in
medical research and in science at large (Nuzzo, 2014; McNutt, 2014; Collins and Tabak, 2014). The discussions are
about the issues that may hurt the published research of a study, e.g., publication bias and unreported exploratory steps.
Most of the contemplated solutions involve the single stand-alone study as well: its design, pre registration, conduct,
analysis and report, all in a reproducible way.
What it means to have a result replicated is not well established. Relying on Fisher (1936) , a result has been
replicated if the p-value is lower than some small threshold in both the original and the replicating studies (this was
Fisher’s motivation for introducing a threshold for the p-value). This definition was used by the "The Psychology
Reproducibility Project" (Collaboration et al., 2015), where independent groups of researchers, following essentially
the same experimental protocols, but obviously on other groups of subjects, tried each to replicate one result from each
of 100 studies. Alternatives to this definition were discussed in the supplement of that paper, and in some discussion
papers that followed. Still this is clearly the most acceptable criterion to date. One negative aspect of this approach is
the emergence of the replicability effort as a single one-shot effort, ending with a clear conclusion of ‘replicated‘ versus
‘not-replicated‘. For this reason, a major concern in the design of replication studies is to guarantee a large enough
sample size, in order to assure sufficient power for making such a conclusion, see for example report by National
Academies of Sciences et al. (2019).
Systematic reviews offer, in our opinion, a more natural approach to assessing replicability, as reflected in Goal
(3). Replication efforts are conducted only if the original result was of interest to other researchers. The studies
are conducted by independent groups of researchers that try to follow similar protocols, but local deviations are
unavoidable. Obviously, the different studies enlist different subjects, but furthermore they are often conducted on
different populations from which subjects are drawn, sometimes considerably so. The individual studies are also not
necessarily of sufficient power, so that if they do not get a statistically significant result it cannot be concluded that there
is a replicability problem with the original result. Nevertheless, the evidence from a number of small studies can be
combined to assess whether the intervention effect has been replicated. This approach has been offered and replicability
analysis tools were developed in a series of works by Benjamini and Heller (2008); Benjamini et al. (2009); Heller
(2011); Wang and Owen (2019). The fourth goal goes beyond assessing replicability, in trying to identify not only lack
of replicability but inconsistency of results, and then possibly explain their sources.
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There are many methods that assess the variation of effects across studies, termed effect heterogeneity (Higgins and
Thompson, 2002; Deeks et al., 2019; Panagiotou and Trikalinos, 2015; Borenstein et al., 2017; Riley et al., 2011). A
widely used measure is I2 = max{0, (Q− (n− 1))/Q}, where n is the number of studies, and Q is the weighted sum
of squared deviations from weighted mean across studies, with weights inversely proportional to the estimated study
variances (Higgins and Thompson, 2002; Higgins et al., 2009). However, the presence of effect heterogeneity tells us
nothing about whether the evidence is consistently in favour or against the intervention. We argue that in addition to
reporting the estimated effect heterogeneity of the meta-analysis, it is important to quantify the consistency of evidence
in favour or against the intervention, towards answering the goals in (3) and (4).
To illustrate the usefulness in quantifying the consistency evidence, we consider two forest plots from two different
Cochrane systematic reviews in Figure 1. The pooled evidence, based on a meta-analysis of the five studies, shows an
overall effect bigger than 1, with a 95% CI that is entirely to the right of the null value in both studies. Henceforth we
call such an effect ’positive’ whether the null value or its logarithm over zero. However, the pooling seems appropriate
only for the left panel, where the point estimator has a positive effect in all studies. For the right panel, the point
estimator has a positive effect only in two studies. Of course, small studies can be very noisy and therefore merely
counting of studies with positive effect provides little inferential information since it can capitalize on the play of
chance.
In this work we shall provide a quantification of the consistency in effect direction which takes into account the
variability in the effect estimates. For the left panel of Figure 1, we add that with 95% confidence, out of the five studies
at least two studies have a positive effect, which is evidence towards replicability of the effect direction. For the right
panel of Figure 1, we add that with 95% confidence, at least one study has a negative effect and at least one study has
an positive effect. In both examples, the narrow 95% CI does not convey information about the lack or existence of
replicability of the effect across studies, but our additional inference does.
Figure 1: The forest plot for the intervention "Invitation letter" detailed in Figure 5 (left panel) and for intervention
PBI/APBI versus WBRT detailed in Figure 6 (right panel). The diamond width represents the estimated 95% CI from
the meta-analysis of the five studies: 1.43 to 1.92 for the left panel, 1.17 to 1.95 for the right panel.
Our starting point is that the researchers gathered multiple studies which are sufficiently similar to answer a clinical
question of interest. In the examples of Figure 1, the relevant studies were selected based on the fact they all studied
the same intervention. The selection was not based (and should never be based) on the results of the studies. If an
obvious reason can be identified for a subgroup of studies with results that are in apparent conflict with the rest of the
studies, this subgroup may be excluded from the meta-analysis. However, in general, at least one characteristic can be
found for any study in any meta-analysis which makes it different from the others (Higgins, 2011), so exclusion of
studies may introduce bias (Deeks et al., 2019). In order to reveal any studies that have a particularly large influence on
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the results of the meta-analysis, it is possible to carry out a sensitivity analysis in which the meta-analysis is repeated,
each time omitting one of the studies (Anzures-Cabrera and Higgins, 2010). The output is a plot of the results of these
meta-analyses, called an "exclusion sensitivity plot" in Bax et al. (2006). Our suggested inference can be viewed as a
way of quantifying information from such plots, while taking the variability of the estimates into account.
Evaluating the consistency in the effect direction is important for proper assessment of the overall evidence towards
the intervention being useful or harmful. We propose in this paper an inferential approach for assessing the pooled
evidence in favour and against the intervention, without imposing any statistical modelling assumptions on the true
(unknown) intervention effects. We explain our methodology for quantifying the evidence towards consistency in effect
direction in § 2. Our methodology tailors the exsisting general replicability analysis tools to meta-analyses in systematic
reviews. Specifically, there are many choices for combining results and our choice, detailed in § 2.3, is particularly
suitable for this application. In § 3 we demonstrate via simulations that the available meta-analysis tools do not provide
such a quantification, but our model-free replicability analysis does. Moreover, our novel method enables inferential
discoveries on the treatment effects in settings with little power to detect an overall meta-analysis effect. In § 4 we
demonstrate how such an evaluation contributes to the assessment of the intervention effects in case studies from the
Cochrane library. We recommend adding the quantified information to the two-page abstract of the Cochrane systematic
review, which is a standalone document (published in MEDLINE) that briefly reports the main results and author’s
conclusions without graph display. We also recommend adding these informative quantities to the forest plot of the
meta-analysis. In § 5 we summarize our evaluation of the extent of consistency (and inconsistency) in effect direction
in the entire breast cancer domain of the Cochrane library. In § 6 we discuss the special case of the common-effect
assumption and in § 7 we conclude with some final remarks.
We end this section with a brief review of the typical methods for meta-analysis carried out in Cochrane systematic
reviews.
Random effects and fixed effect meta-analysis
The overwhelming majority of meta-analyses estimate an overall treatment effect from the group of relevant studies
(Borenstein et al., 2009) . The two most popular models for this purpose are the fixed effect (FE) model and the random
effects (RE) model, which differ in their assumption about effects heterogeneity.
The FE model assumes there is a common effect across studies. If this assumption is true, the test of the null hypothesis
of no treatment effect may be far better powered than the test in each of the individual studies. However, if there is
heterogeneity in effect direction, i.e., the effect is positive in some studies but negative in other studies, then the test of
the null hypothesis of no treatment effect may have little power.
Moreover, the pooled summary effect is meaningless, since if the effect is negative in some studies but positive in
others, the researcher may be far more interested in investigating the sources of the directional inconsistencies rather
than assessing an overall treatment effect, which averages beneficial and harmful effects of the treatment.
The RE model assumes the treatment effects are an independent identically distributed sample from a distribution.
In the Cochrane library, this distribution is assumed to be Gaussian. Some researchers argue that the fixed effect
assumptions are implausible most of the time, and thus suggest to always use the RE model (Higgins, 2011; Panagiotou
and Trikalinos, 2015). Others choose the RE model over the FE model for inference on the overall treatment effect
based on clinical knowledge or based on a heterogeneity summary statistic. The Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews & Interventions § 9.5.4 (Deeks et al., 2019) cautions against choosing a RE over FE meta-analysis based on a
statistical test for heterogeneity. It is relevant to note that the RE model was also recommended by Kafkafi et al. (2005)
as the tool for assessing replicability across laboratories in animal phenotyping experiments. A major criticism of the
RE model is that validating the distributional assumptions on the treatment effects is difficult (Deeks et al., 2019) and it
is not possible to distinguish whether heterogeneity results from clinical or methodological variability
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2 Replicability Analysis
2.1 Notation
Let n be the number of studies available for meta-analysis, and θ = (θ1, . . . , θn) the (unknown) treatment effect vector.
Let θˆi and ŜEi be the estimated effect size and its standard error for study i.
For study i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the null hypothesis of no treatment effect is without loss of generality Hi : θi = 0, and the test
statistic is θˆi/ŜEi. For convenience and practicality, assume no effect is zero effect. The effect is negative if θi < 0,
and the p-value for this alternative hypothesis is pLi . The effect is positive if θi > 0, and the p-value for this alternative
hypothesis is pRi = 1− pLi . Let Π(u) denote the set of all possible subsets of size n− (u− 1) from {1, . . . , n}, so it
has cardinality
(
n
u−1
)
. An intersection hypothesis on a subset {i1, . . . , in−u+1} ∈ Π(u) tests the null hypothesis that
θi1 = . . . = θin−u+1 = 0.
2.2 Goals for inference: u/n replicability, consistency and inconsistency
For the group of n studies and u ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we have u/n replicability of a positive effect if at least u studies have a
positive effect, i.e., if the effects vector θ is in the set
Au/n(R) =
{
θ :
n∑
i=1
I (θi > 0) ≥ u
}
,
where I(·) is the indicator function. Similarly we define u/n replicability of a negative effect if θ ∈ Au/n(L). We have
u/n replicability if at least u studies have an effect in the same direction,
θ ∈ Au/n(R) ∪ Au/n(L).
In § 2.3 and § 2.4 we show how to establish u/n replicability in each direction and overall, respectively. We
have inconsistency if at least one study has a positive effect and at least one study has a negative effect, i.e., θ ∈
A1/n(R)∩A1/n(L). We suggest in § 2.6 to declare inconsistency if the lower bounds on the number of studies in each
direction is at least one. If 1− α/2 confidence lower bounds are computed in each direction, then the probability of
declaring inconsistency when we do not have inconsistency is at most α/2.
We have consistency if at least two studies show an effect in the same direction, but no studies show an effect in the
opposite direction, i.e., θ is in the set{
A2/n(R) ∩
{
θ :
n∑
i=1
I (θi < 0) = 0
}}
∪
{
A2/n(L) ∩
{
θ :
n∑
i=1
I (θi > 0) = 0
}}
.
Establishing consistency is very difficult, since it is necessary to rule out the possibility of an effect in the opposite
direction. We suggest in § 2.6 to declare that the evidence supports consistency if one lower bound is at least two, but
the lower bound for the opposite direction is zero.
2.3 Establishing u/n replicability of effect direction
In order to establish u/n replicability of a positive effect, we need to test the composite null hypothesis that at most
u− 1 studies have a positive effect. Testing is possible by the key observation that the composite null hypothesis is
false if and only if for every subset in {i1, . . . , in−u+1} ∈ Π(u), the hypothesis
HRi1,...,in−u+1 : θi1 ≤ 0, . . . , θin−u+1 ≤ 0
is false (Benjamini et al., 2009). For example, for u = 2, at least two of the n studies have positive effects if and only if
for each of the n subsets of n− 1 studies, at least one study has a positive effect.
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The composite null hypothesis that at most u− 1 studies have positive effects can therefore be defined as follows:
Hu/n(R) : ∃ (i1, . . . , in−u+1) ∈ Π(u) s.t. θi1 ≤ 0, . . . , θin−u+1 ≤ 0.
A level α test rejects Hu/n(R) if for every intersection hypothesis (i1, . . . , in−u+1) ∈ Π(u), the null θi1 = . . . =
θin−u+1 = 0 is rejected in favor of the alternative that there exists a j ∈ {i1, . . . , in−u+1} with θj > 0 by an α level
test.
For each intersection hypothesis many statistical tests are available that combine the individual p-values or test statistics
(Loughin, 2004; Futschik et al., 2019). The preferred test depends on the (unknown) alternative, and there is no
single test that dominates all others. Fisher’s combining method aggregates the study p-values pRi1 , . . . , p
R
in−u+1 with
the combining function f(pRi1 , . . . , p
R
in−u+1) = −2
∑n−u+1
j=1 log p
R
ij
(Fisher et al., 1950; Littell and Folks, 1971). If
θi1 = . . . = θin−u+1 = 0 then −2
∑n−u+1
j=1 log p
R
ij
∼ χ22×(n−u+1), so the p-value using Fisher’s combining function
for the intersection hypothesis HRi1,...,in−u+1 is
pR(i1,...,in−u+1) = Pr
χ22×(n−u+1) > −2 n−u+1∑
j=1
log pRij
 . (1)
Fisher’s combining method is popular in various application fields (e.g., genomic research, education, social sciences)
since it has been shown to have excellent power properties (Owen, 2009). It is rarely used in meta-analyses of
randomized clinical trials, where the focus is on effect sizes. We shall consider the following extension of this
combining method, which is useful if the treatment effects are suspected to have mixed signs. In such a case, a
potentially more powerful test is based on aggregation of the p-values that are at most a predefined threshold t (Zaykin
et al., 2002), and the null distribution is adjusted accordingly. For a test at level α, Zaykin et al. (2002) recommend
setting the cut-off threshold at t = α based on empirical investigations. We concur with this recommendation based
on our own investigations for our settings, see Figure 2 for details. Our test statistic for the intersection hypothesis
HRi1,...,in−u+1 is therefore
CRα (i1, . . . , in−u+1) = −2
∑
j∈{i1,...,in−u+1}
log
{
(pRj )
I[pRj ≤α]
}
.
The null distribution has a simple form. Using the computation method in Hsu et al. (2013), the p-value for the
intersection hypothesis is
pR(i1,...,in−u+1) =
n−u+1∑
k=1
Pn−u+1,α (k)×
1− Fk
− log
exp
(
−CRα (i1,...,in−u+1)2
)
αk

 , (2)
where Fk (·) is to the cumulative gamma distribution with scale parameter equal to one and shape parameter k, and
Pn−u+1,α (·) is the cumulative Binomial distribution with n− u+ 1 trials and probability of success α.
The p-value for Hu/n(R) is
rR(u) = max
(i1,...,in−u+1)∈Π(u)
pR(i1,...,in−u+1).
Since CRα (i1, . . . , in−u+1) is monotone in the p-values, r
R(u) can be computed efficiently in O(n log n) computations
by sorting the right-sided p-values. Then rR(u) will be the p-value of the intersection hypothesis with indices
corresponding to the n−u+1 largest (i.e., least significant) p-values. Formally, denoting the sorted right-sided p-values
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by pR(1) ≤ . . . ≤ pR(n),
rR(u) =
n−u+1∑
k=1
Pn−u+1,α (k)×
1− Fk
− log
exp
(
−CRα (u)2
)
αk

 ,
where CRα (u) = −2
∑n
j=u log
{(
pR(j)
)I[pR(j)≤α]}
.
The above steps can be straightforwardly adjusted in order to compute the p-value for H(u/n)(L), denoted by rL(u).
Remark 2.1 there are many one-sided composite tests to combine test statistics from multiple sources, for example,
one-sided sum test (Pocock and Tsiatis, 1987; Frick, 1994) , approximate likelihood ratio test (Follmann, 1996; Tang
and Geller, 1989) , Max test (Tarone, 1981). For each of these tests, as well as our selected test, there exists a data
generation for which the test is optimal. We favour Zaykin’s combining method, since it handles efficiently p-values that
are stochastically larger than uniform, a setting which may arise if the study effects have mixed signs. We note, however,
that the r-value and confidence lower bounds described below can be applied using any valid one-sided composite test,
so researchers can choose their favourite intersection test instead.
2.4 The r-value
In order to establish u/n replicability , we need to test the composite null hypothesis that at most u− 1 studies have an
effect in each direction, i.e., we test the null hypothesis
Hu/n : Hu/n(R) ∩Hu/n(L).
A p-value for the composite null hypothesis Hu/n is
r(u) = 2 min{rR(u), rL(u)}.
The p-value of the test with the minimal replicability requirement, i.e. with u = 2, is simply referred to as the r-value.
The null hypothesis H2/n is true if at most one study has an effect in either direction. We say the evidence is replicable
if the r-value is below the nominal level for the type I error, since then the conclusion is that at least two studies have an
effect in the same direction.
Remark 2.2 With u = 1, this test reduces to Pearson’s test described in Owen (2009), which is useful for powerful
identification of effects that are consistently decreasing or consistently increasing across the n studies. This test has
greater power than a test based on Fisher’s combining method using two-sided p-values when direction of the treatment
effect is consistent across studies, while not requiring us to know the common direction.
2.5 Confidence lower bounds for replicability of effect direction
In order to establish, with 1−α confidence lower bounds on the number of studies with negative effects and the number
with positive effects, we test in order Hu/n(L) and Hu/n(R) for increasing values of u (Heller, 2011). Let uLmax be
the maximal value of u for which Hu/n(L) was rejected at significance level α/2,
uLmax = arg max
u
{rL(u) ≤ α/2}.
Then we can conclude with 1 − α/2 confidence, that there are at least uLmax studies with negative effect. Similarly,
compute uRmax = arg maxu{rR(u) ≤ α/2}. Therefore, with 1 − α confidence, there are at least uLmax studies with
negative effect and uRmax studies with a positive effect.
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2.6 Enhancing the meta-analysis report with replicability analysis findings
By adding the r-value we provide an objective measure of the confidence that the finding is not driven by a single study.
A result that r-value≤ 0.05 is useful for strengthening the scientific finding, by concluding that at least two studies have
a treatment effect in the same direction. However, a result that r-value> 0.05 should not be used to undermine the
credibility that the treatment effect is replicable, since this result may be due to lack of power. This result may urge the
researcher to seek further evidence for the treatment effect.
By adding the 95% lower bounds in each direction, we provide further replicability and consistency evidence. We say
the evidence is inconsistent if the lower bounds in each direction are positive: min
{
uLmax, u
R
max
} ≥ 1. Evidence of
inconsistency warrants the examination of why some studies deem the intervention effective and others harmful. We
say the evidence evidence supports consistency in effect direction if (1) uLmax ≥ 2 and uRmax = 0, or (2) uLmax = 0 and
uRmax ≥ 2.
These two additions are useful even when heterogeneity of treatment is modeled by the RE model for meta-analysis.
First, a non-negligible between study variance does not inform whether the intervention favours (or is against) the
intervention consistently. Heterogeneity may be accompanied with high replicability, where all study effects may
be positive (or all negative). Heterogeneity may also be accompanied with inconsistency, where the intervention is
beneficial in some studies and harmful in others. If this happens, the researcher is urged to examine why some studies
deem the intervention effective and others harmful. Second, the suggested replicability analysis does not require
assumptions on the distribution of θ and therefore it provides useful quantitative information to assess the treatment
effect regardless of the distribution of effect sizes.
3 Simulations
Simulation studies are carried out to examine the power of, the aforementioned, assumption-free tests for establishing
replicability of effect in various settings of interest.
3.1 Simulation settings
For study i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the estimated effect size, θˆi, is sampled from the normal distribution with mean θi and
standard deviation SEi =
√
1/nCi + 1/nTi, where nCi and nTi are the control and treatment group sizes, respectively.
We examined a wide range of values for θ, n, and {(nCi, nTi) : i = 1, . . . , n}.
Since the qualitative conclusions are similar for the various values of n, nCi, nTi, we display in this section results
for n = 8, with sizes {nCi} = {22, 210, 26, 192, 60, 38, 53, 15} and {nTi} = {22, 121, 24, 187, 31, 53, 49, 16} (these
values are similar to those in the example detailed in Figure 8). Simulations for other variations of n = 4, 20 and\or
{nCi = nTi = 25} are shown in the Supplementary Material. For the effects vector θ, we considered two fundamentally
different settings: the fixed effects setting, in which the effects vector is fixed to the same value for each data generation,
e.g., a common effects value for all the non-null studies; the random effects setting, in which the effects distribution is
the one assumed in the RE model, i.e, for each data generation, i.i.d random samples θ are drawn from N (µ, τ2) . The
number of iterations was set at 105.
3.2 Simulation results
We find that the power of the replicability analysis can be much higher than of the meta-analysis in many realistic FE
and RE settings. Figure 2 shows three fixed effects settings for the eight studies: a treatment effect only in a single study,
the same effect in only two studies, and three studies with effect but with mixed signs. We examined three truncation
values for the test statistic, and found that for all values of u, as well as for detecting inconsistency, the best truncation
value is at the nominal level for the type I error. The advantage over t = 0.5 or t = 1 (i.e., no truncation) is especially
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large in the setting with mixed signs. Therefore, from henceforth we only consider truncation at t = 0.05 (our nominal
type I error level). As expected, the power to reject H2/n when it is false is lower than that of rejecting H1/n, but
it increases to one as the signal strengthens in two studies in the same direction. The power to detect inconsistency
increases to one as well when the signs are mixed. Arguably, the meta-analysis that will be carried out for these fixed
effects data generations is a RE meta-analysis because of the non-negligible heterogeneity. The RE meta-analysis
rejects the null hypothesis of no overall treatment effect at most 5% of the time when the treatment effect is present
in only one study, thus providing better protection against the danger of concluding there is a treatment effect based
on a single study than the FE meta-analysis. The power to detect an overall signal with the RE model is very low
also in the other two settings: at most 15% when a treatment effect in the same direction is present in two studies; at
most 5% when the treatment effect is inconsistent. However, in these two settings of the middle and right columns the
replicability can be established with power increasing to one as the absolute value of the treatment effects increase.
Figure 3 shows fixed effects settings where the non-null treatment effect is common, and the number of studies with
this common effect increases from zero to eight. The rejection rate of the repliability null hypothesis H2/n (i.e., with
minimal replicability requirement) is far greater than that of the RE meta-analysis null hypothesis when the number of
non-null studies is at least two, but the gap diminishes as the number of non-null studies increases.
Figure 4 shows random effects settings with high and moderate heterogeneity. For this data generation, the effect sizes
are non-zero with probability one. Therefore, the minimal replicability null hypothesis is never true. The power for
discovering minimum replicability, i.e. the test of H2/8, is greater in all settings than the power to discover the overall
effect by the RE meta-analysis. As expected, the power decreases as u, the minimum number of studies with effect in
the same direction we want to discover, increases.
When the data is generated according to the RE model, the probability of inconsistency, i.e., of having at least one
positive and one negative treatment effect, increases as the overall mean approaches zero and as the heterogeneity
increases. For θi ∼ N(µ, τ2), the probability to have an inconsistent configuration is 1− Φ(µ/τ)n − {1− Φ(µ/τ)}n,
which is 1 − ( 12)n−1 ≈ 1 when µ = 0. We declare (and thus detect) inconsistency if the lower bound for both the
decreasing effect and the increasing effect is at least one. The probability of detecting that the effects are inconsistent in
the setting considered in Figure 4 reached ≈ 60% in the setting with µ = 0 and high heterogeneity, and deteriorated
quickly as µ increased. Potentially more powerful tests for detecting inconsistency are available (Gail. and Simon,
1985; Piantadosi and Gail, 1993), but these tests do not provide lower bounds on the number of studies with effect in
each direction.
4 Case studies from the Cochrane library
We provide examples of meta-analyses in the breast cancer domain for which we can, and cannot, claim replicability.
For each example, we report the r-value (as described in § 2.4 with α = 0.05) and the 95% confidence lower bounds on
the number of studies with effect in each direction (as described in § 2.5). Moreover, we provide recommendations on
how to incorporate these new analyses in the abstract and forest plots of Cochrane reviews.
The first example is based on a FE meta analysis in review CD002943 (Figure 5). The primary objective of this
review was to assess the effectiveness of different strategies for increasing the participation rate of women invited to
community breast cancer screening activities or mammography programs. In this meta-analysis, the effect of sending
invitation letters was examined in five studies. The authors main result is that: "The odds ratio in relation to the outcome,
’attendance in response to the mammogram invitation during the 12 months after the invitation, was 1.66 (95% CI 1.43
to 1.92)". The narrow CI does not convey information about the replicability of the increased response rate, since a
narrow CI (and small FE meta-analysis p-value) can be entirely driven by a single very accurate study. Therefore, we
suggest adding the r-value and lower confidence bounds on the number of studies, as follows: "The evidence towards
an increased response rate was replicable, with r − value = 0.0002. Moreover, with 95% confidence, we can conclude
that at least two studies had an increased effect."
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Figure 2: Rejection rate as function of the strength of the fixed effects vector characterized by µ. The effects vector
(θ1, θ2, . . . , θ8) is indicated at the top of each column. The null hypotheses examined are: the RE meta-analysis
null (dashed), the global null H1/n (row 1), the minimal replicability null H2/n (row 2), H3/n (row 3), no lack of
consistency (row 4). Except for the RE meta-analysis null, the test statistics use products of truncated p-values at
most: 0.05 (solid red); 0.5 (solid green); or 1 (solid blue). The horizontal solid line is the 0.05 significance level of the
test. The effect estimates θˆj are sampled from the normal distribution with mean θj and standard deviation SEj . The
replicability null hypothesis, H2/n, is true in the first column and false otherwise. The inconsistent setting is in the left
column.
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Figure 3: Rejection rate versus the number of nonnull studies with a common treatment effect, with the RE meta-
analysis test (dashed) or with the no replicability test of H2/n (solid). The curves with: circles, triangles, and squares,
have treatment effect value of one, two, and three, respectively. The replicability null hypothesis, H2/n, is true when
the number of studies is zero or one, and false otherwise. The horizontal solid line is the 0.05 significance level of the
test. The product of truncated p-values are truncated at t = 0.05.
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Figure 4: Rejection rate as a function of the overall treatment effect µ in data generated according to the RE model.
The hypotheses tests examined are: the RE Meta-analysis null that µ = 0 (dashed), and Hu/n for u = 1, . . . , 8 (solid).
For study j = 1, . . . , 8, treatment effect estimate θˆj is sampled form the normal distribution with mean θj and standard
deviation SEj . The treatment effect θj is itself sampled independently from the normal distribution with mean µ and
standard deviation τ . The value of τ is chosen so the estimated heterogeneity is around 70% in the left panel, and
around 50% in the right panel. The product of truncated p-values are truncated at t = 0.05.
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Study
Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 0.0882; Chi2 = 13.47, df = 4 (P < 0.01); I2 = 70%
Test for overall effect: Z = 6.78 (P < 0.0001)
Replicability analysis (r−value = 0.0002)
Out of 5 studies, at least: 2 with increased effect and 0 with decreased effect.
Sutton−1994
Somkin−1997
Turnbull−1991
Mohler−1995
Bodiya−1999
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  7
 36
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  4
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1.66 [1.43; 1.92]
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Figure 5: In review CD002943, the effect of mammogram invitation on attendance during the following 12 months.
The evidence towards replicability is strong: the 2− out− of − 5 r− value = 5× 10−4; the 95% lower bound on the
number of studies with increased effect, relative to 1, is 2 studies.
The second example is based on a FE meta analysis in review CD007077 (Figure 6) regarding after breast-conservation
therapy for early-stage breast cancer. The primary objective of this review was to assess the effectiveness of partial breast
irradiation (PBI) or accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI), compared to the conventional or hypo-fractionated
whole breast radiotherapy (WBRT). The primary outcome was Cosmesis. The meta-analysis overall effect is significant,
with a 95% CI entirely to the right of the null value, despite the fact that the two largest studies report conflicting
significant effects. Therefore, the authors write as a main result that "Cosmesis (physician-reported) appeared worse
with PBI/APBI (odds ratio (OR) 1.51, 95% CI 1.17 to 1.95, five studies, 1720 participants, low-quality evidence)". The
CI, which lies entirely to the right of the null effect, does not convey information about the lack of replicability of the
increased effect. Therefore, we suggest adding the r-value and lower confidence bounds on the number of studies,
as follows: "We cannot rule out the possibility that this result is critically based on a single study ( r − value = 1).
Moreover, the results are inconsistent, since with 95% confidence, we conlclude that at least one study had an increased
effect and at least one study had a decreased effect."
Study
Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 1.0240; Chi2 = 34.47, df = 4 (P < 0.01); I2 = 88%
Test for overall effect: Z = 3.14 (P = 0.0017)
Replicability analysis (r−value = 1)
Out of 5 studies, at least: 1 with increased effect and 1 with decreased effect.
Livi−2015
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  0
 24
140
 12
 12
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246
125
399
 51
 55
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 2
43
61
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13
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260
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 50
WBRT
Weight
100.0%
2.5%
37.4%
42.8%
6.3%
11.0%
MH, Fixed, 95% CI
1.51 [1.17; 1.95]
0.21 [0.01; 4.39]
0.40 [0.23; 0.72]
2.71 [1.92; 3.82]
1.65 [0.61; 4.47]
0.79 [0.32; 1.95]
Odds Ratio
0.1 0.51 2 10
Odds Ratio
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Figure 6: In review CD007077, the effect of PBI/APBI versus WBRT on Cosmesis. There is no evidence towards
replicability, r(2)-value≈1. At least one study report in increased effect relative to 1, and one more reports a decreasing
effect, thus we warn against inconsistency across the studies combined.
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The third example is based on a RE meta analysis in review CD006823 (Figure 7), where the meta-analysis finding
was statistically significant. The authors examine the effects of wound drainage after axillary dissection for breast
carcinoma on the incidence of post-operative Seroma formation. The authors write "The OR for Seroma formation was
0.46 (95% CI 0.23 to 0.91, P = 0.03) in favor of a reduced incidence of Seroma in participants with drains inserted." To
this, we suggest adding our additional analysis as follows: "The evidence towards a decreased effect was replicable
(r-value = 0.0056). Moreover, with 95% confidence, we conclude that at least two studies had a reduction effect, with
no indication of incosistency."
Study
Total (95% CI)
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 0.4833; Chi2 = 18.58, df = 6 (P < 0.01); I2 = 68%
Test for overall effect: Z = −2.22 (P = 0.0266)
Replicability analysis (r−value = 0.0056)
Out of 7 studies, at least: 0 with increased effect and 2 with decreased effect.
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No .
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MH, Random, 95% CI
0.46 [0.23; 0.91]
0.14 [0.02; 0.75]
0.33 [0.16; 0.68]
0.01 [0.00; 0.22]
0.95 [0.63; 1.42]
0.49 [0.19; 1.27]
0.69 [0.09; 5.17]
1.04 [0.37; 2.98]
Odds Ratio
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Figure 7: In review CD006823, the effects of wound drainage on Seroma formation. The evidence is consistent: the
2− out− of − 7 r − value = 0.0012; there is a decreased effect (relative to 1) in at least 2 out of 7 studies, and no
study with increased effect, with 95% confidence.
The fourth example is based on a RE meta-analysis in review CD003366 (Figure 8). The authors compare chemotherapy
regimens on overall effect in Leukopaenia. Pooling 28 studies, the RE meta-analysis fails to declare any significant
difference between regimens, due to the highly-significant yet contradicting results. The authors write: "Overall, there
was no difference in the risk of Leukopaenia (RR 1.07; 95% CI 0.97 to 1.17; P = 0.16; participants = 6564; Analysis 5.2)
with significant heterogeneity across the studies (I2 = 90%; P < 0.00001)". We suggest adding: "There is inconsistent
evidence for the direction of effect: an increased risk of Leukopaenia in at least ten studies and a decreased risk in at
least three studies (with 95% confidence)."
5 Replicability assessment in the breast cancer domain
We took all the updated Cochrane Collaboration systematic reviews in breast cancer domain. Our eligibility criteria
were as follows: (a) the review included forest plots; (b) at least one fixed-effect primary outcome was reported as
significant at the .05 level, which is the default significant level used in Cochrane Reviews; (c) the meta-analysis of
at least one of the primary outcomes was based on at least three studies (d) there was no reporting in the review of
unreliable/biased primary outcomes or poor quality of available evidence, and (e) the data is available for download.
We consider as primary outcomes the outcomes that were defined as primary by the review authors. If none were
defined we selected the most important findings from the review summaries and treated the outcomes for these findings
as primary. In the breast cancer domain 62 updated (up to February 2018) reviews were published by the Cochrane
Breast Cancer Group in the Cochrane library, out of which we analyzed 23 reviews that met our eligibility criteria (16,
12 , 5 , 2 and 4 reviews was excluded due reasons a, b, c, d and e respectively). Out of the 23 eligible reviews, in 8
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Figure 8: In review CD003366, the effect of chemotherapy regimens on Leukopaenia. The evidence towards both an
increased and a decreased effect is strong: the 2 out of 28 r-value is < 0.0001; the 95% lower bound on the number of
studies with increased and decreased risk relative to 1 is 10 and 3, respectively.
reviews we had enough evidence to establish replicability (i.e., an r-value at most 0.05) for all the primary outcomes
with meta-analysis p-values at most 0.05.
We analyzed a total of 245 primary outcomes contributed by the eligible systematic reviews of which 105 were FE
meta-analyses, as reported by the authors. Out of the 70 outcomes with a statistically significant FE p-value, 57 were
replicable (r-value ≤ 0.05). For the 57 replicable findings, we rule out the danger that the discovery is entirely driven
by one study. Thus, the evidence on the treatment effect is more trustworthy. The importance of detecting replicability
for trusting the evidence in favour (or harm) of a treatment is manifest, for example, in the FDA requirement for at least
two studies finding an effect (MDI and Drug, 1998).
For the 245 primary outcomes, Figure 9 shows the r-values versus the meta-analysis p-values, and Table 1 summarizes
the consistency evidence. As expected, among the non-significant outcomes the fraction of studies supporting consis-
tency is smaller than among the significant outcomes. Ten inconsistent outcomes were detected, nine of which were
analyzed via RE model by the authors, warranting further research into why the effect is increasing in some experiments
yet decreasing in others.
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Figure 9: p-values versus r-values, after the quartic root ( power of 1/4) transformation, for each of the 245 primary
outcomes analyzed with the fixed-effect model (red circles), or the random effects model (blue triangles). The axes
show the matching values on the original scale. Color darkness increases according to the number of overlapping
results.The solid line is the diagonal line of 45o.
Table 1: The evidence towards consistency and inconsistency in the 245 meta-analyses, for significant (at
the 0.05 level) meta-analysis outcomes (column 2) and non-significant meta-analysis outcomes (column 1).
non-significant meta-analysis p−value significant meta-analysis p−value
Evidence supports consistency 7 96
Evidence inconsistent 10 8
Not enough evidence 96 28
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6 The special case of a nonnull common effect
Assuming that the nonnull studies have a common effect, a powerful test statistic for the intersection hypothesis is the
one used by the FE model. Specifically, θi ∈ {0, θ} for i = 1, . . . , n. The FE model alternative is that all studies have a
common effice, i.e., θi = θ for all i.
For the subset of studies {i1, . . . , in−u+1}, the estimated common effect and its standard error are
θ̂(i1,...,in−u+1) =
∑n−u+1
k=1
θˆik
ŜE
2
ik∑n−u+1
k=1
1
ŜE
2
ik
, ŜE(i1,...,in−u+1) =
1√∑n−u+1
k=1
1
ŜE
2
ik
.
The p-value for the intersection hypothesis HRi1,...,in−u+1 is
pR(i1,...,in−u+1) = 1− Φ
(
θ̂(i1,...,in−u+1)
ŜE(i1,...,in−u+1)
)
.
The p-value for HLi1,...,in−u+1 is p
L
(i1,...,in−u+1) = 1− pR(i1,...,in−u+1).
The p-value for Hu/n(X), X ∈ {L,R} is
rXFE(u) = max
(i1,...,in−u+1)∈Π(u)
pX(i1,...,in−u+1).
The p-value for Hu/n : Hu/n(R) ∩Hu/n(L) is
rFE(u) = 2 min{rRFE(u), rLFE(u)}.
Intuitively, the r-values should be larger than the meta-analysis p-value since a stronger scientific claim is made by
rejecting Hu/n than by rejecting the FE meta-analysis null hypothesis. We formalize this in the following proposition
(see supplementary material for the proof).
Proposition 6.1 Let p = 2 min{pL(1,...,n), pR(1,...,n)} be the FE meta-analysis p-value. Then, if θi ∈ {0, θ} for i =
1, . . . , n, for u ∈ {2, . . . , n}: p < rFE(u); if θ̂(1,...,n) < 0, pL1,...,n < rLFE(u); if θ̂(1,...,n) > 0, pR1,...,n < rRFE(u).
See B for proof and 11, 13 for furtuer sumulations.
Fig. 10 shows the sensitivity of the FE model to the setting with exactly one nonnull study.
7 Discussion
We provided examples from the Cochrane library to demonstrate the benefit from complementing the meta-analysis with
a report of the r-value and lower bounds on the number of studies with increasing and decreasing effect. Seemingly,
it may be thought that if the number of studies is large, the meta-analysis cannot be driven by one outlying study.
However, we found three fairly large fixed-effect analyses, with 11, 9 and 7 studies, for which the meta-analysis p-value
was significant but the r-value was not.
Establishing replicability for 2 out 4 studies is a stronger statement than 2 out of 20. This is where introducing umax
bounds offer more flexible view on replicability. The appropriate size of umax relative to n is a question to be explored
in each scientific discipline. Nevertheless, the r-value representing a minimal requirement, can be valuable when
the number of studies is small or large: a significant r-value when pooling a small number of studies reflects strong
evidence towards replicability of effects ; a non-significant r-value for numerous studies salvages from unfounded
results.
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Figure 10: Rejection rate versus the total number of studies, with the FE meta-analysis test (dashed), or the test of the
replicability null hypothesis, H2/n, with the common-effect assumption (solid). Only a single study has an effect, with
effect size one (circles) or two (triangles). Therefore, the FE meta-analysis null hypothesis is false but H2/n, is true.
The rejection rate is much higher than the 0.05 nominal level for the test of the FE meta-analysis null hypothesis, and it
is below 0.05 for H2/n.
High heterogeneity may lead to studies having opposite signs for estimated effect sizes. In such cases, random effects
meta-analysis will mostly result in a non-significant p-value. Our complementary replicability analysis gives insight
into the effects consistency. For example, we see from Table 1 that among the outcomes with a non-significant random
effects p-value, we have evidence supporting consistency in 7 and inconsistency in 10 of the 113 meta-analysis with a
non-significant RE meta-analysis p-value.
High heterogeneity can also appear when the dispersion of the estimated effects contributes most of the overall variance,
as argued by Borenstein et al. (2017), leading to non-significant RE meta-analysis p-value. If, in spite of that, we
observe that the effects are consistent, it can still lead to a non-significant p-value a positive conclusion about the
investigated intervention.
If the evidence supports consistency, then the overall meta-analysis CI informs the user about the effect size in an
appropriate manner. If inconsistency is established, then the overall meta-analysis CI may not provide clinically
meaningful information for assessing whether the intervention is beneficial or harmful, unless there is an explanation
why some studies should be excluded from the treatment evaluation. It is, however, possible to incorporate the effect
size into the replicability analysis by considering tests of certain effects instead of no effect. For example, in order to
identify whether the effect change is at least ∆ in at least u studies, testing can proceed as described in § 2.3 with zero
replaced by ∆ in the hypotheses definitions.
While we motivated and demonstrated our approach and its implications by examples from the Cochrane reviews, it
should be clear that the methods we offer can be used in any meta-analysis. The only caveat is that meta-analysis is
prone to publication bias, where only significant results (at p− value ≤ .05 ) are published. The Cochrane reviews are
known to be careful during their search for eligible studies, avoiding as much as possible this problem. In other areas,
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where this may not be feasible, using conditional p-values rather than the raw ones in the procedures may circumvent
the problem (with unfortunate loss of some power.)
8 SUPPORTING INFORMATION
An R package implementing the methods proposed in this paper is now available for download at CRAN, under the
name ‘metarep‘ (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/metarep/index.html). R-codes for generating
the reported simulations and reproducing the examples are available on GitHub (https://github.com/IJaljuli/
r-value).
Appendix includes (1) results of simulations like in §3 for n = 4, 20 and both equal and unequal group sizes, and (2)
proof for Proposition 6.1.
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A - Further Simulations
For study i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the estimated effect size, θˆi, is sampled from the normal distribution with mean θi and
standard deviation SEi =
√
1/nCi + 1/nTi, where nCi and nTi are the control and treatment group sizes, respectively.
We examined a wide range of values for (θ1, . . . , θn), n, and {(nCi, nTi) : i = 1, . . . , n}.
In the paper, we displayed results for n = 8, with unequal group sizes as follows: {22, 210, 26, 192, 60, 38, 53, 15} for
the control groups and {22, 121, 24, 187, 31, 53, 49, 16} for the treatment groups (these values are similar to those in
the example detailed in Figure 8). Simulations for other variations of n = 4, 8, 20 with unequal samples sizes or equal (
{nCi = nTi = 25 ∀i = 1, . . . , n}) are shown in figure 11
Figure 13 shows results for the random effects settings in figure 4 in the body of the paper. Here we show forN = 4, 8, 20
with unequal samples sizes ( like in fig. 11), or with equal group sizes ( {nCi = nTi = 25 ∀i = 1, . . . , n}).
B - Proof of Proposition 1
Let Zv, θˆv, and SEv be the fixed-effect meta-analysis test statistic, estimated effect, and SE, respectively, for the
intersection hypotheses indexed by v ∈ Π(n−u+1). Since∑v∈Π(n−u+1) zvSEv = (n−1n−u)∑ni=1 θˆiSEi , the meta-analysis
test statistic can be expressed in terms of (zv, SEv), v ∈ Π(n− u+ 1):
Z =
1(
n−1
n−u
) ∑
v∈Π(n−u+1)
zv
SEv
SE (3)
Let v∗ = arg maxv∈Π(n−u+1) Zv. By definition, rL = Φ(Zv∗). We shall show that if Z < 0, pL < rL and
min(pL, pR) < min(rL, rR). Clearly, pL < 0.5 since Z < 0. Therefore, the result follows by showing that pL < rL
and rR > 0.5.
We start by showing that pL < rL. If Zv∗ > 0, then by definition rL > 0.5 and therefore it follows that PL < rL. If
Zv∗ < 0 then
Z ≤ Zv∗(n−1
n−u
) ∑
v∈Π(n−u+1)
SE
SEv
≤ Zv∗(n−1
n−u
) ∑
v∈Π(n−u+1)
SE2
SE2v
= Zv∗ ,
where the first inequality follows from (3) and the definition of v∗, the second inequality follows since SE/SEv < 1
for all v ∈ Π(n− u+ 1), and the last equality follows since
∑
v∈Π(n−u+1)
1
SE2v
=
(
n− 1
n− u
) n∑
i=1
1
SE2i
=
(
n− 1
n− u
)
1
SE2
.
Since Z ≤ Zv∗ it thus follows that pL < rL.
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Figure 11: Each panel shows the results of a simulation similar to figure 2 in the body of the paper. The different
panels differentiate by the number of studies N and whether the group sizes are equal on not (detailed in the panel title).
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Figure 12: Each panel shows the results of a simulation similar to figure 3 in the body of the paper. The different
panels differentiate by the number of studies N and whether the group sizes are equal on not (detailed in the panel title).
Next, we show that rR > 0.5. By definition, rR = 1− Φ(minv∈Π(n−u+1) Zv). Since Z < 0 and
minv∈Π(n−u+1) Zv(
n−1
n−u
) ∑
v∈Π(n−u+1)
SE
SEv
< Z,
it follows that minv∈Π(n−u+1) Zv < 0 and therefore that rR > 0.5.
Therefore, if Z < 0 we have pR < rR and min(pL, pR) < min(rL, rR). Similar arguments show that if Z > 0,
pR < rR and min(pL, pR) < min(rL, rR). It thus follows that p < r.
Remark B.1 The property that, with probability one, the global null p-value is smaller than the r-value, is not satisfied
with popular combining functions such as Fisher, Simes, and Bonferroni. For example, if p(1) ≤ . . . ≤ p(n) are the
ordered p-values, then the Bonferroni meta-analysis p-value is n× p(1), its r-value for u = 2 is (n− 1)× p(2), and
Pr
(
n× p(1) < (n− 1)× p(2)
)
> 0.
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Figure 13: Each panel shows the results of a simulation similar to figure 3 in the body of the paper. The different
panels differentiate by the number of studies N and whether the group sizes are equal on not (detailed in the panel title).
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